
ENGLISH ESSAYS ON FLOODS

Long and Short Essay on Flood in English. Here are essays on flood of varying lengths to help you with the topic
whenever you required. You can chose any.

Moreover, it also happens because of the melting of snow. For the overflow of water to be classified as flood,
the area of land affected has to be mostly dry. When you have a dedicated system, it can help warn people who
can move to higher altitude or take the right steps. By topadm. Let me know what you think about this article.
Floods also bring a rise in diseases. Some of the key ones among them are as follows. Heavy Rains: As
discussed earlier, flood is mostly caused by an extended period of rain. Because of global warming, the
average temperature of sea has increased significantly. Comparing the first aid essay on columbia river of and
quick statistics about. Dam Breaking: Dams are constructed to be able to hold the water that is flowing
downwards from an area of land that is higher. People can get ready to survive a flood by filling many
containers with fresh and clean drinking water and storing other emergency supplies. The treasures these, hid
from the bounded. Although pluvial flooding does not involve a lot of water, it causes massive destruction of
the environment and the infrastructure. Let us check further into the possible causes of flood and how we can
eradicate it too. On the whole, floods cause multiple hardships and turn the livelihood of affected people
upside-down. Plus, the citizens lose their houses and cars which they worked all their lives for. Re-building of
affected areas takes a lot of time and money. There are a lot of causes of flood; a few of them are discussed
below: 1. Flood control measures are now contemplated and brought into effective operation Bitter
experiences of the past have set our engineers and planners to think about seriously. The blooming of
industrial units with no waste management in place, the inefficient drainage system and the careless attitude of
both the Government and the people are all collectively responsible for these disasters. Rising sea levels and
the overflowing river. Proper awareness must be spread about the steps to take when floods occur. An
expected 4, individuals died and about 1 million were influenced by the catastrophe in Uttarakhand and
neighbouring Himachal Pradesh, the worst affected being the region around Kedarnath.


